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Major scientific response 

to a major crisis

~2 million scientists 

published 

~1 million scientific 

papers on COVID-19

(Ioannidis J. et al, Royal 

Society Open Science 2021)



98/100 most-cited papers in 2020-2021 

across science were on COVID-19



Yet, quality of science suffered



Overview of large-scale quality assessments

Aim

● To systematically collect and summarize 

o all the meta-epidemiological assessments of COVID-19 literature

o the large-scale SRs and MAs (>150 articles) with a risk-of-bias appraisal

Methods

● PubMed search

● From January 2020 to August 2022

o 81 articles on research quality of COVID-19 research

o 66 large-scale SRMAs (>150 articles) including quality assessment

(Ongoing project with Lazaros Belbasis)



Risk of bias assessment

● Among 606 prediction models, only 5% were at low risk of bias based on 

PROBAST.
Wynants L et al. BMJ 2020;369:m1328

● Among 463 RCTs, 26% were at low risk of bias based on Cochrane risk of 

bias tool.
Siemieniuk RAC et al. BMJ 2020;370:m2980

● Among 968 seroprevalence studies, only 10% were at low risk of bias 

based on JBI tool for prevalence studies.
Bobrovitz N et al. PLoS One 2021;16(6):e0252617

● Among 243 systematic reviews, none of them was at low risk of bias based 

on AMSTAR-2 tool.
Li Y et al. J Clin Epidemiol 2021;135:17-28



Comparative assessment of research quality

● Compared to a historical control, COVID-19 research articles have a shorter 

time of acceptance and lower methodological quality.
Jung RG et al. Nat Commun 2021;12(1):943

● In the highest impact medical journals, COVID-19 research articles are of 

lower level of evidence and of lower methodological quality compared to 

nonCOVID-19 articles published in the same time period.
Zdravkovic M et al. PLoS One 2020;15(11):e0241826

● In the highest impact medical journals, COVID-19 research articles present 

lower adherence to reporting guidelines compared to nonCOVID-19 articles 

published in the same time period.
Quinn TJ et al. BMC Med 2021;19(1):46



Fabrication: even major studies in major journals

Lancet and its peer-reviewers could not realize a study claimed to 

have happened in 671 hospitals was entirely fake







Science reached unprecedented 

attention outside of science



Dramatis personae

● Journalists

● Social media influencers

● Science journalists

● Politicians

● Big tech stakeholders

● Scientists working in the field

● Scientists outside the field

● People in fear

● People in panic

● People enraged

● Combinations of the above in the same person or in different people









Little pearls

● Death threats

● Death threatening events for family members

● Hit stories from journalists  (e.g. “What is the most unethical and 

unbelievable attack you have received?”)

● Alluded conflicts of interest (e.g. “$5,000 for 200+ volunteer contributors)

● “Fact-checking” versus “investigation”

● Cancel campaigns (“Stalin”, “fire him”, “YouTube”, professional attacks)

● Left-wing or right-wing attacks? (“Send immigrants to barren islands”)

● Mis-characherization (“dubbed in Italian”)







Massive publications are the norm now



COVID-19 articles: most had no data (but they had 

strong opinions, even urging mandates)

Raynaud M et al. BMC Med Res Methodol 2021;21:1



Science and decision-making from models –

models tramped evidence





Broader considerations for failed forecasting











Realizing that transparency matters











Selective reporting (sadly) matters



Different models, different inferences

Chin, Ioannidis, Tanner, Cripps. 

J Clin Epidemiol 2021







Composite hard outcome: excess deaths



An excess of excess mortality estimates



Excess mortality estimates

Eligible studies

● 160 studies assessing the excess 

mortality

○ Random sample of 60 studies

Expected mortality

● 6 (10%) studies used a single year

● 29 studies (48%) estimated the 

average across multiple years

● 25 studies (42%) applied a regression 

model or time-series analysis

Benchmarking of methods

● Only 2 studies (3%) compared excess 

mortality estimates based on different 

methods

Subgroup analyses

● age-specific estimates (n = 30, 50%)

● sex-specific estimates (n = 21, 35%)

Transparency

● Raw data availability (n = 25, 42%)

● Code availability (n = 5, 8%)

Beaney T et al. J R Soc Med 2020;113(9):329-334





Excess deaths during 2020-2021 in Germany

● Our age-adjusted estimate is 55,000 excess deaths

● Without age-adjustment we calculated 125,000 excess deaths

● Lancet calculated 203,000 excess deaths 

● eLife calculated 88,000 excess deaths

● Economist calculated 113,000 excess deaths

● Baum  (2022) calculated 22,000 excess deaths after age adjustment

● Koenig et al (2022) calculated ~130,000 excess deaths without age adjustment 

● The recorded COVID-19 deaths were 111,000 

● In Germany, the number of people aged >80 years increased from 4.8 

million in 2016 to 5.8 million in 2020, so consideration of age is crucial. 





Randomized trials matter



Large randomized trials were the 

greatest success story of pandemic 

research (even when they failed to show 

benefits)

RECOVERY

SOLIDARITY



>3,000 randomized 

trials registered on 

COVID-19 treatments 

in 1 year

>10,000 entries in 

clinicaltrials.gov as of 

10/2023

Janiaud, Hemkens, Ioannidis, CJC 2021 2021



How many trials materialized?









Examples of high-quality research



Meta-analyses: “negative” results are 

highly informative for evidence reversals



Eventually HCQ 

kills?



The triumph and disaster of observational data







Decision-making 

(personal and public)

must be 

multi-dimensional

Ioannidis, Eur J Clin Invest 

2020



Can we affect factors underlying COVID-19 deaths?

● Social injustice, inequalities, racism, poverty

● Smoking

● Other modifiable risk factors/lifestyle (e.g., see obesity)

● Poor protection of nursing homes

● Poor adoption of effective public health measures

● Adoption of harmful, pro-contagion public health 

measures (e.g., blind draconian lockdowns)

● Suboptimal and harmful treatments and medical care

● Lack of effective vaccination, inefficient vaccination 

strategies





Optimal research 

practices in slow 

data public health

Eur J Epi, 2023



Pandemic preparedness

● Pandemic preparedness requires evidence, 

reproducible evidence

● COVID-19 was a disaster for health, science, and 

evidence

● Hopefully we can learn from and revert the sad 

covidization of health, science, and evidence
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